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The Banker’s Oath And Financial Advice

Utz Weitzel∗† r© Michael Kirchler‡ §

September 15, 2022

Abstract

Financial misbehavior is widespread and costly. The Dutch government legally requires

every employee in the financial sector to take a Hippocratic oath, the so-called “banker’s

oath.” We investigate whether nudges that (in)directly remind financial advisers of their

oath affect their service. In a large-scale audit study, professional auditors confronted 201

Dutch financial advisers with a conflict of interest. We find that when auditors apply a

nudge that directly refers to the banker’s oath, advisers are less likely to prioritize bank’s

interests. In additional prediction tasks, we find that Dutch regulators expect stronger ef-

fects of the oath than observed.

JEL: C92, D84, G02, G14
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1 Introduction

Misbehavior in the financial sector is widespread and costly (Reurink, 2018). High-profile scan-

dals, such as the LIBOR manipulation, the Wells Fargo account fraud, and the recent, global

money-laundering scandal, make the news, but these are the exceptional cases of a much broader

phenomenon that plays out at many levels and functions in the financial industry, including fi-

nancial advice. In the period from 2005 to 2015, seven percent of financial advisers in the US are

found to have misconduct records, reaching more than 15 percent at some of the largest firms

(Egan et al., 2019).

The market for financial advice is particularly susceptible to misbehavior. First, financial

advice resembles a credence good (Darby and Karni, 1973; Dulleck and Kerschbamer, 2006):

bank customers often cannot fully appreciate the quality of the offered financial products or

services, neither ex ante nor ex post. Second, financial advisers are typically subject to a conflict

of interest: on the one hand they are supposed to provide advice in the customers’ best interest,

but on the other hand financial advisers are also expected to increase the profits of their employer.

With regard to the latter, advisers may face commissions, fees, or key performance indicators

that can create incentives for misbehavior (Inderst and Ottaviani, 2009; Inderst, 2010; Inderst

and Ottaviani, 2012b), such as overtreatment and overcharging. It is therefore not surprising

that this conflict of interest is often solved in the favor of the employer (Mullainathan et al.,

2012; Fecht et al., 2018; Hoechle et al., 2018).

There is no easy remedy or golden bullet. Many policy interventions are debated and crucially

depend on specific product features and on particular market channels (Inderst and Ottaviani,

2012a). Moreover, they do not necessarily increase customers’ welfare in equilibrium (Chang and

Szydlowski, 2020). The Netherlands therefore introduced, next to other policy interventions, a

rather unusual and novel instrument: the so-called “banker’s oath”. Modelled after the Hippo-

cratic oath for medical doctors, the Netherlands was worldwide the first country to impose by

law an oath of ethics in the financial sector. Since January 1, 2015, every employee working in

the financial sector in the Netherlands is legally required to take the following oath (and sign

it) in a special ceremony arranged by the employers:
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“I swear / promise that, within the boundaries of my function in the banking
sector, I will:

• execute my function ethically and with care;
• draw a careful balance between the interests of all parties associated with

the business, being the customers, shareholders, employees and the society
in which the business operates;

• when drawing that balance, make the customer’s interests central;
• will comply with the laws, regulations and codes that apply to me;
• will keep confidential that which has been entrusted to me;
• will not abuse my knowledge;
• will act openly and accountably, knowing my responsibility to society;
• will make every effort to improve and retain trust in the financial sector.

So help me God! / This I pledge and promise!”

With this pledge the employee commits to put the customer’s interest first (Loonen and

Rutgers, 2017) and to comply with certain rules of conduct. Employees are personally responsible

for compliance and can be held accountable for non-compliance.1

Five years after the general introduction of banker’s oath, this study investigates whether

nudges that directly or indirectly remind bank employees of their oath affect the quality of

financial advice in a conflict of interest. To measure the (mis)behavior of financial advisers,

we implement a large-scale audit study, where 51 professional auditors, disguised as normal

customers, visited 201 bank branches in the Netherlands and confronted advisers with a pre-

tested scenario. Audit studies are particularly suited to elicit socially undesirable behavior, as

advisers are unaware that they are being studied. In economics, audit studies generated ground-

breaking insights that would have been difficult to gather with other approaches. For instance,

Bertrand and Mullainathan (2004) and Carlsson and Rooth (2007) show evidence of racial and

ethnic discrimination in the labor market by sending out resumes to employers. In finance,

audit studies have been used to analyze several topics, such as compliance with the prohibitions

of setting up anonymous shell companies without proof of identity (Sharman, 2010), unethical
1In the US, investment advisers are subject to the fiduciary standard, which requires them to place their

clients’ interests ahead of their own. This requirement is similar to the central element of the banker’s oath. For
more details on the banker’s oath and its implementation by the independent Foundation for Banking Ethics
Enforcement, see https://www.tuchtrechtbanken.nl/en.
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portfolio advice to retail investors (Mullainathan et al., 2012), and the effects of ethics training

in a bank (Harms, 2018).

In our study, financial advisers were randomly assigned to three different treatments. In the

control treatment, control, the auditors were trained to impersonate a scenario where they

wanted to take out a car loan for e8,000 but also had savings of e12,000 (without specific plans

what to do with that money). Given that loans generate fees for banks and that interest rates

for consumer loans are significantly higher than for savings, the scenario constituted a conflict of

interest between protecting the customer from additional costs like fees and interest payments

and selling a product for the benefit of the bank.2 Harms (2018) used a similar scenario in an

audit study to test the impact of a financial advisers’ ethics training program on their advice-

giving behavior. Auditors were blinded to the purpose of our study and did not have an account

at the visited bank so that advisers were unable to look up more information. Directly after

the visit, the auditors filled out a standardized questionnaire and recorded, in addition to basic

demographic information, how strongly the adviser recommended to take out a loan and how

strongly they recommended to use the savings.

In a second treatment, referred to as direct nudge (direct), auditors administered a nudge

that directly reminded financial advisers of the oath they took: at the beginning of the personal

consultation, auditors mentioned that they have heard of a banker’s oath and explicitly asked

the adviser about the purpose of the oath. After the answer of the adviser, auditors proceeded

with the scenario explained above in the control treatment.

In a third treatment, indirect, auditors implemented an indirect nudge that reminded

advisers of the most central element of the banker’s oath, customer’s interests (Loonen and

Rutgers, 2017), without explicitly referring to the banker’s oath. Specifically, auditors mentioned

that they come from another bank which, according to their opinion, cares more about their

own profits than about their clients. Then they asked advisers about how their bank protects

customers’ interests. After the answer, auditors proceeded as in control and direct. With

this treatment we attempt to disentangle effects that are linked to the pledge’s central fiduciary
2Since 2013, financial advisers and intermediaries in the Netherlands may not be compensated through

commissions. Although, there are no direct monetary (fee-based) incentives for advisers to recommend a loan,
there exist indirect benefits, such as satisfying key performance indicators, and career progress.
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element, putting customer’s interests first, from the entirety of the oath, with all its other rules

of conduct, underlying norms and values, and ceremonious character. This treatment extends to

other customer-centered, professional codes of conduct that employers of many banks are asked

to sign in acknowledgment, but without the solemnity of an oath (see Boatright (2013) for a

detailed discussion).

Field experiments run the risk to produce Null results and are exposed to hindsight bias

(DellaVigna et al., 2019). Therefore, before the results of the audit study were known, we sent

out two online surveys with an incentivized prediction task that elicited the expected outcome of

the audit study. One survey was sent to Dutch experts working in financial regulation and policy

making (experts; N=122), and the same prediction task was administered to a representative

sample of the Dutch working population (customers; N=502) as an approximation for bank

customers who potentially apply for a car loan (for brevity, henceforth referred to as ‘customers’,

‘potential customers’ or the sample customers.) The priors of these two groups provide us

with ex ante treatment averages for power tests and for an ex post comparison with the actual

results without hindsight bias (“I knew that already!”).

The results of the audit study show that, without any intervention, nearly half of all finan-

cial advisers (46.3%) prioritize loans in their recommendations. We find that direct nudges,

reminding financial advisers of their oath, significantly decrease the likelihood for prioritizing

loans by 16.4 percentage points (to 29.9% in Treatment direct). We therefore detect a clear

and substantial treatment effect of the direct nudge on the prioritization of product sales. In-

terestingly, this treatment effect is only caused by direct nudges, but not by indirect nudges

(Treatment indirect), suggesting that the mentioning of the oath triggers more than just an

increase in the salience of customer interests. When we analyze the net strength of financial

advice, we find that the direct nudge (and to some extent also the indirect nudge) increases

neutral advice – where advisors neither favor loans nor savings – thereby reducing the frequency

of recommendations that prioritize product sales.

When focusing on the expectations of the experts, we find that they predict significant

treatment effects for both nudges, direct and indirect. Without intervention, experts expect

financial advisors to prioritize loans much more than they actually do in the field (63.1% versus
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46.3%, respectively). Both the experts and the customers correctly predict that direct nudges

reduce financial advice that prioritizes product sales. However, experts (not customers) are

wrong in expecting the same effect from indirect nudges. Overall, the predictions by the experts

are less accurate (and more optimistic with regard to the effectiveness of direct nudges) than

those by the customers. Power calculations show that the sample size of the audit study is large

enough to comfortably rule out false negatives (type II errors) of the treatment effect sizes that

were predicted by the experts.

To the best of our knowledge, this is the first study that applies a randomized controlled

trial (RCT) to estimate the causal effect of nudges and Hippocratic oaths on financial advice.

In doing so we build on a nascent literature of experimental evidence from the field on the

determinants of ethical financial advice. In an early audit study, Oehler and Kohlert (2009)

document that auditors who impersonate greater financial sophistication receive better advice.

Mullainathan et al. (2012) show that investment advisers fail to de-bias their clients and often

even reinforce biases in order to advance advisers’ personal interests. Anagol et al. (2017)

conducted a series of audit studies to evaluate the quality of life insurance advice. They find that

advisers overwhelmingly recommend unsuitable, strictly dominated products with high fees for

the agent. In a related study, Harms (2018) implemented an ethics training program in a Dutch

bank and subsequently analyzed its effect on financial advice in the field with an audit study.

The authors report a substantial amount of unethical advice, but do not find any treatment

effects of the program itself. We add to this literature by outlining that nudges addressing the

banker’s oath can help to decrease the likelihood that recommendations prioritize product sales

(i.e., loans). In addition, we contribute by showing that experts’ beliefs about loan-provision

were exaggerated, given the audit data.

Our results also relate to a small but growing literature that studies material conflicts of

interest between financial advisers and/or brokers and their clients. Based on archival data,

Christoffersen and Musto (2015); Bergstresser et al. (2009); Hackethal et al. (2012); Guerico and

Reuter (2014); Hoechle et al. (2018); Fecht et al. (2018); Egan (2019) provide empirical evidence

that brokers and advisers direct consumers to high-fee products. Recent theoretical studies

focus on the effects of incentive structures and of related policy instruments on financial mis-
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behavior (Inderst and Ottaviani, 2009; Stoughton et al., 2011; Inderst and Ottaviani, 2012a,b;

Chang and Szydlowski, 2020). We add to this literature by demonstrating that customers them-

selves can influence the outcome of financial advice with simple nudges, and by suggesting that

unconventional instruments like the banker’s oath can complement more traditional regulation.

2 Experimental Setup

2.1 Audit Study

2.1.1 Scenario and treatments

In order to measure the quality of financial advice and to investigate the behavior of financial

advisers, we set up an audit study where advisers are not aware that they are being studied.3

We sent trained, professional auditors to 201 bank branch offices located all over the Netherlands

in 102 cities and villages (see Figure 1). The offices were operated by two large banks, which,

in 2019, had a total of 343 offices in the Netherlands. Hence, this study includes nearly 60% of

the two banks’ nationwide coverage.4 The auditors impersonated regular customers, who were
3Generally, the audit study methodology includes a mild form of deception as, for example, resumes of job

applicants or loan requests, are not real. However, if the insights gained from an audit study (e.g., consequences
for improved institutional design to remedy discrimination and unethical behavior) are considered to outweigh the
costs (e.g., time and effort spent to process the applications or the loan requests), then an Institutional Review
Board (IRB) can consider this trade-off to be tolerable. After careful deliberation by an ethics commission, our
study has gained IRB approval from the University of Innsbruck. We are therefore confident that in our study,
the benefits (i.e., insights into the efficiency of the banker’s oath) outweigh the costs (i.e., time spent by the
financial advisers to consult our auditors).

4In this paper, we do not reveal the names of the two banks, because they are not relevant for the interpretation
of the results.
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seeking financial advice on taking out a car loan. For this, they used a standardized scenario

script which described a conflict of interest between the customer and the bank.5

Figure 1: Location of bank branches visited, audit study: circles indicate N = 102 municipalities
in the Netherlands where auditors visited in total 201 bank branches.

Specifically, the auditors indicated that they wanted to buy a car for e8,000 and were

considering to do this with a loan (of the same amount). They also said that they had e12,000

in savings, but considered to keep that in reserve (without specific plans what to do with that

money).6 Based on pre-checks with online loan requests and pilot visits, we pre-specified simple

characteristics that were necessary to be eligible for a car loan of e8,000, and assigned them to

all auditors: they claimed that they were single, without children, that they earned a regular

income of e2,100 net per month (as a temporary worker), and that they had no mortgages or

other debts. Advisers were not able to look up more customer information, because the auditors
5All auditors saw the same information material in their preparation for the visits (see the instructions in

Appendix B.1).
6This scenario is a modified version of a conflict of interest used in Harms (2018). Also see Section 2.1.3 for

additional details.
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did not have an account at the visited bank, although they indicated to be willing to switch

banks. All other characteristics that auditors may have talked about with their advisers were

their own characteristics, so that the talk was as natural as possible.

We selected three different treatments that were presented to the advisers (and impersonated

by the auditors). In the control treatment, control, auditors presented the above scenario with

no further questions or additions.

In the direct treatment, direct, the auditors directly mentioned the oath in a statement:

“I recently saw in a consumer program (alternatively: read in the newspaper; heard from an

acquaintance) that each bank employee has taken the banker’s oath.” Then they asked about

the oath: “What is actually the purpose of the oath?” After the answer of the adviser, the

auditor presented the scenario as in control.

It is possible, however, that the question about the banker’s oath simply increases the salience

of customer-centered behavior in general, which is the oath’s most central element (Loonen and

Rutgers, 2017). Therefore, in the indirect treatment, indirect, the auditors asked advisers about

customers’ interests without mentioning the oath directly. First, the auditors remarked: “I have

the feeling that my own bank cares more about their own profits than about what is best for

their clients.” Then they asked as a reminder: “How does your bank protect the interests of their

clients?” Thereafter, the auditor proceeded as in Treatment control. Treatment indirect is

an attempt to disentangle the effects linked to customer interests (as the oath’s central element)

from potentially broader effects that pertain to the underlying norms and values of the oath and

its code of conduct.

2.1.2 Outcome variables and expectations

After presenting the above mentioned scenario to the advisers, the auditors asked for advice

about the financial possibilities and options. Note that the scenario constituted a situation

where customers’ interests did not align with advisers’ interests if the latter had an incentive to

sell financial products. In an environment with significantly higher interest rates for consumer

loans than for savings and with additional fees for taking out a loan, the customer-friendly advice

would have been to use own savings first before taking up a loan, even after accounting for an
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emergency buffer. According to a web-based buffer calculator of the Dutch National Institute

for Family Finance Information (NIBUD), which is the largest independent information provider

on household finance for Dutch consumers, the buffer for this situation is advised to be e3,800

with a minimum of e3,550 (https://bufferberekenaar.nibud.nl).7 Hence, there are enough

savings to finance the car without the need to take up a loan (12, 000−3, 800 = 8, 200).8 However,

if advisers were primarily motivated to increase the loan portfolio of the bank in combination

with winning a new customer, they also had the opportunity to push for a product sale and

advice the customer to take out a loan.

Directly after the visit, the auditors recorded (on 7-point Likert scales) how strongly the bank

employee recommended to take out a loan (l), and, separately, how strongly they recommended

to use the savings (s), both ranging from 0 (not at all) to 6 (very strongly). See Section B.2

for the questionnaire. We decided to record the strength of recommendations for s and for

l separately, because this allows us to control for levels of advice, in contrast to one relative

measure. Pilot visits showed that it was also easier for auditors to record the recommendations

separately, particularly in situations where advisers did not strongly recommend any of the two

options. Figure 2 provides a schematic overview of the possible combinations of recommendations

for s and l. Our main binary outcome variable is whether a product sale is the priority of the

financial advice (loanprio), that is, whether the adviser primarily steers the client towards a

loan (loanprio = 1 if l > s), thereby serving their own interest, or keeps the client’s best

interest in mind, by recommending at least an equal amount of own savings (loanprio = 0

if l ≤ s). If a direct nudge is necessary to remind financial advisers of their oath, we would

expect less advice with product sales as a priority in Treatment direct than in control, that

is, a lower likelihood for observations below the dashed diagonal line in Figure 2, as indicated
7NIBUD is a non-profit foundation, founded in 1979, with the goal to prevent money problems of con-

sumers. Almost twenty percent of NIBUD’s activities are financed by the Dutch Ministry of Social Affairs
and Employment and the Dutch foundation BKR (Credit Registration Office). The NIBUD buffer calcu-
lator was first launched in 2008, is regularly updated, and well-known in the Netherlands. In fact, some
of the advisers referred to NIBUD’s buffer calculator during the visit themselves. 86% of Dutch consumers
know NIBUD and 35% visited NIBUD’s website, based on an Imago survey in 2019 (https://www.nibud.nl/
wp-content/uploads/Nibud-Factsheet-Bereik-en-Imago-2020.pdf). For details on how the buffer is com-
puted see https://www.nibud.nl/wp-content/uploads/A_reference_buffer_for_households.pdf.

8Note that the buffer calculation and data collection was completed before the onset of the COVID-19
pandemic where less extreme financial situations were expected.
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by the arrow from loanprio = 1 to loanprio = 0. Analogously, if advisers simply need to

be reminded of customers’ interests, we expect the same for the indirect nudge in Treatment

indirect.

Hypothesis 1 loanprio = 1 is less likely in Treatment direct than in Treatment control.

Hypothesis 2 loanprio = 1 is less likely in Treatment indirect than in Treatment control.

Figure 2: Outcome variables and expected effects: loanprio = 1 indicates a stronger advice for
loans than savings: l > s. loanstrength measures the net strength of the advice for loans: l − s. If
nudges are effective, (i) loanprio = 1 is less likely in Treatment direct and in Treatment indirect
than in Treatment control, as indicated by the arrow; and (ii) loanstrengthdir < loanstrengthcon

as well as loanstrengthind < loanstrengthcon, as indicated by the grey areas.

As a second outcome measure, we compute the net strength of advice in the bank’s interest:

loanstrength = l − s.9 The rationale behind this measure is that it is more finely grained

than the dichotomous variable loanprio, but this comes at the cost of also capturing more

noise. Figure 2 illustrates it with two hypothetical recommendations: one advising to use loans

with a net strength of loanstrength = −1 and another with loanstrength = 3. If a nudge

is effective we expect that the net strength of advice for using loans is smaller in direct (or in
9Note that loanprio = 1 if loanstrength > 0 and loanprio = 0 if loanstrength ≤ 0.
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indirect) than in control, as indicated by the grey areas in Figure 2. For example, if position

5,2 is the advice in favor of loans in the control treatment, then, after a nudge, we would expect

a shift above the local, solid 45◦ line (intercepting 5,2) with loanstrength < 3. Note that

this includes shifts where the treated advice still prioritizes loans (i.e., the advice stays below

the dashed diagonal line intercepting 0,0) and where the advice for taking out loans may even

increase. For example, if a nudge increases the strength of advice for loans from 5 to 6, but also

the advice for using own savings from 2 to 4, then the net advice for using loans has decreased

from loanstrength = 3 (5,2) to loanstrength = 2 (6,4).

Hypothesis 3 loanstrength is smaller in Treatment direct than in Treatment control.

Hypothesis 4 loanstrength is smaller in Treatment indirect than in Treatment control.

As explained in Section 2.1.1, we administer indirect as a comparison treatment to test

whether a direct reminder of the banker’s oath (direct) merely increases the salience of cus-

tomers’ interests or triggers a stronger effect, arguably by (re-)activating a whole set of norms

and values. In case of the latter, and without formulating a separate hypothesis on this, we

expect that support for Hypotheses 1 and 3 is stronger than for Hypotheses 2 and 4.

2.1.3 Implementation of the audit

Before the implementation of the audit study, we piloted two different scenarios with 20 ob-

servations each, from April 16, 2019, to May, 2, 2019, to find a suitable scenario and to test

scenario scripts as well as questionnaires. The visit logs of the pilot study indicated that our

selected scenario was able to (i) generate sufficient advice that pushed product sales, so that

there was enough potential for a nudge to have an effect, and (ii) reliably generate data in one

visit without the risk that the adviser asked for a second meeting. Note that due to changes in

the scenario scripts and questionnaires the pilot data is not included in the analyses.

The audit field data for this study was collected from August 15, 2019 to March 3, 2020

with 201 bank branch visits. By sheer coincidence, our data collection phase ended about two

weeks before public mobility in the Netherlands was severely restricted due to the outbreak of
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COVID-19.10 We were thus able to collect all observations as originally planned, with more than

80%, 90%, and 98% of observations before January, February, and March 2020, respectively. To

control for possible unobserved confounds related to COVID-19 we nevertheless include time

trend controls in our analyses.

To implement the visits, we hired a professional audit firm that specializes in identifying and

training auditors. We worked very closely with the audit firm to develop the scenario scripts, to

select the two banks with sufficient bank branches across the country, and to set up the schedule

of visits. The audit firm provided the logistics of monitoring and implementing the scheduling

of visits, finding and compensating auditors, and providing the mobile application for the exit

questionnaires. We randomly assigned 201 advisers (bank branches) from both bank networks

to each of the three treatments. Each auditor was assigned to each of the three treatments

at least once to control for auditor fixed effects. Auditors did not know the purpose of the

study and the sequence of the assignments was random and balanced across auditors. Most

auditors (42 out of 51) completed only one sequence of three visits. For auditors with more than

three visits, each sequence needed to be completed in a separate month in order to maintain

balance across treatments and prevent clustering over time.11 Hence, we follow a matched pair

design, where every strata of auditor and month contains just three advisers, each of which is

randomly assigned to one of three treatments (see, e.g., Gerber and Green, 2012). Moreover, per

treatment, we tried to keep the proportion of bank network affiliations of the advisers as similar

as practically possible.12 Auditors were paid on a per visit basis. No adviser (bank branch) was

visited more than once.

The procedure of the bank visits was as follows. The auditor visited a specific bank branch

that was centrally assigned to him/her by the audit firm with a special scheduling software.
10In the Netherlands, the first positively tested case of COVID-19 was reported on February 27 with the

first casualty on March 6. On March 12, the Dutch government banned gatherings of more than 100 people
and advised everyone to work from home where possible. On March 15, universities, schools, child care centers,
bars, restaurants, hairdressers, sports clubs and other facilities were closed. Until March 26, several additional
restrictions were announced, including the ban of public gatherings of more than two people and the requirement
for 1.5 meters inter-personal distance in public.

11Five auditors completed two sequences (six visits) and four completed three to five sequences (nine to 15
visits).

12A perfect block randomization per bank was operationally not possible, because of the distances some
auditors would have been required to travel.
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After entering the bank, the auditor asked for an employee who can provide ad-hoc financial

advice on loans.13 The auditor was trained to impersonate a customer who was clearly interested

in taking out a loan without ultimately buying the financial product. Directly after visiting the

bank, the auditor recorded the received advice in an exit questionnaire, together with some other

variables of interest, such as timestamps, the (estimated) age and gender of the adviser, and the

strength of the reaction of the adviser in answering the question on the nudge. For the full exit

questionnaire, please see Appendix B.2. All responses were recorded with a mobile application

and uploaded, together with a picture of the bank branch, to the audit firm, which forwarded the

data to the research team (after replacing the auditor identity with an anonymous identifier).

2.2 Prediction task

Randomized controlled trials have many advantages, such as causal inference and a higher ex-

ternal validity than, for example, lab experiments, but they are often operationally limited with

regard to the number of observations. Hence, there is a realistic chance for a null result, which

gives rise to two potential problems. First, there is a risk of reporting false negatives (Type II

errors). Power tests can alleviate these concerns, but crucially depend on the effect size that

we can realistically expect to find. Second, once the results are known, researchers and peers

suffer from hindsight bias, which makes it difficult to appreciate the novelty and contribution

of the study (DellaVigna et al., 2019). Despite pre-registration, hindsight bias may particularly

apply to studies with null results, which are rarely published even when they answer important

questions with rigorous methods (Franco et al., 2014). To mitigate these problems, we follow

DellaVigna et al. (2019) and collected the beliefs (priors) about treatment effects of relevant

groups before the results were known. This provides us with both an expected treatment effect

for power tests and an ex ante prediction that can be compared with the audit results, making

the latter more informative. Specifically, before the audit study was completed, we sent out two

online surveys with an incentivized prediction task that elicited the expected outcome of the

audit study.
13If the adviser was available but did not contact the auditor within 10 minutes, the auditor was allowed to

actively approach the adviser.
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In the online survey experts, we administered a prediction task to 122 Dutch policy ex-

perts from the Dutch Central Bank, the Dutch Authority for Financial Markets (AFM), the

Netherlands Bureau for Economic Policy Analysis (CPB), the Dutch Ministry of Finance, the

Dutch Ministry of Economics, and the “Behavioural Insights Netwerk Nederland” (BIN NL),

which is an alliance of all Dutch ministries for the application of behavioral knowledge within

central government. The survey was distributed from February 11, 2020 to March 11, 2020 and

took the median respondent 4.6 minutes to complete.14 The survey started with a description of

our audit experiment, followed by a task to predict the average Likert-scale-answers for the two

variables s and l as recorded by the auditors. Every respondent first predicted the outcome in

Treatment control, followed by, in a randomized order, Treatments direct and indirect.

Respondents were informed that, if a randomly drawn prediction was within +/ − 0.2 points

around the real average of the audit study, they received e25, following Cohn et al. (2014).15

The survey ended with a few questions on gender, age, job function, and job experience in years

as well as in comparison to colleagues. Please see Appendix B.3 for the full instructions.

In the second online survey customers, we sent the same prediction task to a representative

sample of the Dutch working population (N = 502), stratified by gender, age, education, and

region.16 We chose this sample as an approximation for Dutch bank customers who potentially

apply for a car loan. The survey was distributed from February 18 to 21, 2020 and took the

median respondent 3.8 minutes to complete. The main screens of the survey and also the

incentives were identical to Survey experts. In the exit questionnaire, we measured financial

literacy as in van Rooij et al. (2011) – with slightly modified questions to impede online lookup

– and added a question on personal experience with taking out bank loans. Please see Appendix

B.4 for the full instructions.
14Although the survey was also administered after the end of the audit study (March 3), the results of the audit

study were not publicly known until the end of the survey period. Our survey results do not change significantly
if we restrict our sample to the 110 experts who answered the survey by March 3, 2020.

15Also, for transparency reason and as an additional incentive, they were promised early access to the relevant
findings of the audit study.

16For this we used the services of the market research firm Dynata (https://www.dynata.com/), which is able
to pay out decision-dependent incentives to respondents and to provide ex post feedback via email.
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2.3 Summary statistics and randomization check

Table 1 provides an overview over all samples from the audit study (auditors and advisers)

and the two online prediction surveys (experts and customers). In the audit study, the

average length of a bank visit was 19 minutes, including an average 10 minutes talk with the

financial adviser. Importantly, ‘reaction to direct Q’ (... indirect Q) is the strength of the

response of the adviser to the direct (indirect) nudging questions, measured on a Likert-scale

from 0 (not at all) to 6 (very much). With an average score of 4 to the direct question about the

oath (and with a 2.9 to the indirect question), advisers clearly reacted to the respective nudge

of the customers. We are thus confident that the nudge was recognized by the adviser and that

the treatment was administered successfully.

The experts in the online prediction task have an average work experience of 6.6 years, con-

sider themselves to be close to average (2.6/5) in their self-assessed work experience in projects

that are related to our audit study, and mostly have job functions that are related to regulation,

policy, and supervision (72%), and/or research and analyses (39%).17 Given this profile, we are

confident that the experts are sufficiently knowledgeable to make informed predictions about

the audit study. The potential customers are financially quite literate with, on average, 2.13

correct answers. Moreover, the majority of respondents (59%) has prior experience in taking

out a personal loan (for example, a consumer loan or a mortgage).18 Given these profiles, we

are confident that both the experts and the customers are sufficiently knowledgeable to provide,

on average, informed (i.e., non-random) predictions about the audit study.

Finally, we test whether the randomization of bank branches and advisers across treatments

has been successful. For this, we run a multinomial logit with the adviser data from the audit

study (henceforth, advisers) and a categorical variable indicating the three treatments as the

dependent variable (control is the baseline). As reported in Table A2 in the Appendix, no

potentially confounding variable, such as bank affiliation, adviser demographics, or the timing
17Percentages do not add up to 100, because of multiple job functions per expert. All results reported in

this study are robust to a reduction of the sample to (i) experts with job functions in regulation, policy, and
supervision, and (ii) experts who consider themselves at least as experienced in projects that are related to our
audit study than the average colleague in their organization (experience relative≥ 3).

18All results reported in this study are robust to a reduction of the sample to (i) customers with a financial
literacy score of 3/3, and (ii) customers who have previously taken out a personal loan.
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Table 1: Descriptive statistics for all samples: ‘female’ is a categorical variable (1, else 0) for the
gender of the respondents (rsp) and of the advisers (advisers); ‘age rsp’ is in years for experts and
customers. In the audit study, the age of the auditors and the (estimated) age of the advisers
is recorded in age brackets (21-30, 31-40, 41-50, and 51-59 or >51, respectively), which we transform
into rounded midpoints per bracket (26, 36, 46, 56); ‘bank’ is a dummy recording which of the two
national banks the visited branch belongs to; ‘nr of visits’ is the amount of visits per auditor (one per
branch); the length of the visit (including waiting times) and the length of the talk with the adviser
is in minutes; ‘reaction to direct Q’ (... indirect Q) is the strength of the response of the adviser
to the direct (indirect) nudging questions, measured on a Likert-scale from 0 (not at all) to 6 (very
much); ‘experience in yrs’ is the number of years of work experience related to regulation and/or policy
work; ‘experience relative’ is the self-assessed work experience in projects/topics that are related to the
audit study, compared to the average colleague in the organization; ‘work in reg/pol’ equals 1 if any
one of the expert’s job function is regulation and/or policy work and/or supervision; analogously, ‘work
in res/analyses’ equals 1 for research and/or analyses; ‘loan experience (Y/N)’ equals 1 if the customer
has experience with taking out a personal loan (for example, a consumer loan or a mortgage); ‘financial
literacy’ records the number of correct answers to the three (modified) financial literacy questions of van
Rooij et al. (2011).

mean sd min max N
AUDIT STUDY
auditors
female rsp 0.57 0.5 0 1 51
age rsp 47.96 9.6 26 56 51
no of visits 3.94 2.44 3 15 51
advisers
female adv 0.46 0.5 0 1 201
age adv 37.24 8.77 26 56 201
bank 0.60 0.49 0 1 201
length visit (min) 18.62 12.31 2 89 201
length talk (min) 9.61 5.68 2 41 201
reaction to direct Q 4.03 1.63 0 6 67
reaction to indirect Q 2.94 1.67 0 6 67
SURVEY experts
female rsp 0.4 0.49 0 1 122
age rsp 37.95 10.46 24 65 122
experience in yrs 6.57 6.5 0 33 122
experience relative 2.61 1.17 1 5 122
work in reg/policy 0.72 0.45 0 1 122
work in res/analyses 0.39 0.49 0 1 122
SURVEY customers
female rsp 0.5 0.5 0 1 502
age rsp 43.6 13.17 19 66 502
loan experience (Y/N) 0.59 0.49 0 1 502
financial literacy 2.13 0.98 0 3 502
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of the visit, predicts any treatment affiliation.19 We can therefore conclude that the allocation

of advisers to treatments was indeed random with no interference of other factors.

3 Results

The main focus lies on testing the hypotheses with the audit study, i.e., with the sample

advisers. We organize the results of the audit study along the main outcome variables

loanprio and loanstrength. Subsequently, we analyze the predictions of experts and

customers, which allow for supplementary comparisons and power tests.

3.1 Audit study (advisers)

3.1.1 Advice that prioritizes product sales (loanprio)

Result 1 Without any intervention, nearly half of all financial advisers (46.3%) primarily push

loans in their recommendations. Direct nudges that remind financial advisers of their oath sig-

nificantly decrease the likelihood that recommendations prioritize product sales (loans).

Support: Figure 3 reports the fraction of financial advice that prioritizes loans across treat-

ments: the fraction of loanprio = 1 in Treatment control, where no nudge was applied, is

0.463 (46.3%). Figure A1 in the Appendix provides more detail by displaying the financial advice

in each of the 67 visits in Treatment control of the audit study.20 In particular, we observe

from Figure 3 that the fraction of loanprio = 1 decreases from 0.463 (46.3%) in Treatment

control to 0.299 (29.9%) in Treatment direct for advisers. This is a substantial drop in

the prioritization of product sales of more than 16 percentage points.

As main analysis, we run a logistic regression with treatment dummies on loanprio as the

dependent variable. Models 1 and 2 in Table 2 report the results (odds ratios) with clustered

standard errors per auditor. Model 1 regresses the treatment dummies on loanprio. Model 2

accounts for a number of control variables, including the overall ‘level’ of the strength of financial
19Note that all auditor characteristics are balanced across treatments by design (see Section 2.1.3) and are

therefore not included in the estimation.
20Recall that any advice below the 45◦ diagonal (intercepting 0,0) is primarily in favor of taking out a loan

(loanprio = 1). The scatterplot highlights the observations below the diagonal with red circles.
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advice (s + l), the bank affiliation of the advisor, the month and the order of the visit as trend

variables, and some adviser and auditor demographics. We find that the control variable ‘level’

is correlated with loanprio with an odds ratio below one, indicating that the prioritization of

product sales is more likely in meetings where financial advice is generally less strong.21 In both

models, the dummy for the Treatment direct is statistically significant with odds ratios 0.494

and 0.482. The marginal effect of direct is -.162 in Model 1 and -.151 in Model 2.22 This means

that, after mentioning the oath (direct = 1), advice that pushes loans (loanprio = 1) is 15.1

to 16.2 percentage points less likely than in the control treatment, in support of Hypothesis 1.

Figure 3: Fraction of advice to primarily take out a loan, audit study: control refers to the
control treatment. In Treatment direct, auditors administered a nudge that directly reminded financial
advisers of the oath they took. In Treatment indirect, auditors implemented an indirect nudge that
reminded advisers of the customer’s interests. loanprio indicates whether the adviser primarily steers
the client towards a loan (loanprio = 1 if l > s).
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In addition, we also run permutation tests of all models with 1000 random draws each,

accounting for auditor strata.23 Permutation tests simulate the Null with random treatment
21All results reported in Table 2 are robust to the exclusion of the variable ‘level’.
22For the marginal effects analyses please see the online supplementary data/code. The corresponding values

for indirect are -.099 (Model 1) and -.097 (Model 2), but statistically insignificant.
23We use the user programmed command ritest in Stata, described in Heß (2017).
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Table 2: Estimations on loanprio, audit study: Logistic regressions with loanprio as the de-
pendent variable and clustered standard errors per auditor. ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ are treatment
dummies. ‘permute p’ (table bottom) reports the p-values of the corresponding treatment dummy co-
efficients, obtained from permutation tests with 1000 random draws (accounting for respondent strata).
‘level’ is s+l. The month of the visit and the position of the visit per auditor and month (pos=1,2,3) are
included as trend variables. Remaining variables are defined in the notes of Table 1. The table reports
odds ratios with z-values in parenthesis. *0.05 **0.01 ***0.001 denote levels of statistical significance.

(1) (2)
direct 0.494∗ 0.482∗

(-2.29) (-2.18)
indirect 0.648 0.626

(-1.59) (-1.60)
level 0.672∗

(-2.52)
bank 1.054

(0.16)
pos 0.686

(-1.93)
month 0.931

(-0.70)
female adv 1.135

(0.41)
age adv 0.996

(-0.22)
female rsp 0.697

(-0.78)
age rsp 0.967

(-1.29)
constant 0.861 2.59e+24

(-0.55) (0.76)
permute p direct 0.036 0.042
permute p indirect 0.191 0.145
Prob> χ2 0.062 0.089
N 201 201
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assignments and record how often the simulated coefficient of the treatment variable is greater

than the observed coefficient (or odds ratio, as reported in Models 1 and 2). The less often a

random treatment allocation beats the observed treatment effect, the more likely it is that the

actual treatment allocation caused the observed effect.24 At the bottom of Table 2 we report,

for both treatment dummies, the permutation p-values, which indicate how likely the observed

treatment coefficients are an outcome of a random allocation. The permutation p-values for

direct are clearly below the 5% level of significance, with p = 0.036 in Model 1 and p = 0.042

in Model 2. Hence, also the results of the permutation tests fully support Hypothesis 1.

Finally, as a robustness check, we compute McNemar’s tests of 2×2 contingency distributions

of loanprio across treatments, as shown in Table A1 in the Appendix. All McNemar’s tests

reject the Null that the discordant proportions of loanprio across Treatments direct and

control are equal (with χ2 = 4.17 and p = 0.041). Again, the result of the robustness check

is in support of Hypothesis 1, indicating that a direct nudge, referring to the oath, significantly

decreases the likelihood that recommendations prioritize product sales.

Result 2 Indirect nudges that remind financial advisers of customers’ interests do not signifi-

cantly affect the likelihood that recommendations prioritize product sales.

Support: As Figure 3 shows, the unconditional fraction of loanprio = 1 decreases from 0.463

in Treatment control to 0.358 in Treatment indirect. In the regression analysis, reported

in Table 2, the coefficients of the dummy for Treatment indirect in Models 1 and 2 (with

loanprio as dependent) are statistically insignificant. The same applies to the p-values of the

corresponding permutation tests for the coefficients of indirect reported at the bottom of the

table (p = 0.191 for Model 1 and p = 0.145 for Model 2) and to McNemar’s tests, reported in

Table A1 in the Appendix.

Overall, we conclude that we do not find support for Hypothesis 2. Importantly, the fact

that Hypothesis 1 is clearly supported (Result 1) while Hypothesis 2 is not, provides evidence for
24In contrast to classical inference, permutation tests and randomization inference (Fisher, 1935) do not require

large samples drawn from infinite populations, relying on asymptotic properties of estimators. Permutation tests
are therefore often the preferred methodology for experiments (Imbens and Rubin, 2015).
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the notion that a direct nudge that reminds advisers of the banker’s oath speaks to a different

mechanism than merely increasing the salience of customers’ interests.

3.1.2 Net strength of advice to use loans (loanstrength)

Result 3 Without any intervention, financial advice follows a bimodal distribution, either lean-

ing toward using own savings, or toward taking out a loan. Nudges do not decrease net advice

to take out loans, but they increase the frequency of neutral advice.

Figure 4: Net strength of advice for loans (loanstrength), audit study: net strength of advice
(loanstrength) for loans is calculated as loanstrength = l − s. Histograms per treatment with
Epanechnikov kernel distributions are displayed. Vertical dashed lines show averages of loanstrength.
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Support: Figure 4 displays distributions of the net strength of financial advice (loanstrength)

in the audit study across treatments: the top panel with observations from Treatment control
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shows a quite symmetric bimodal distribution with modes at loanstrengthcon = −3 and

loanstrengthcon = 3, each with a fraction of 11.9% of all financial advice. As a compar-

ison, neutral advice, which neither favors loans nor savings (loanstrengthcon = 0), makes

up only 4.5% of all observations.25 As reported in Table A3, loanstrengthcon is statisti-

cally not different from zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank test with z = −0.83, p = 0.41). When

focusing on treatment differences in loanstrength, Table A3 in the Appendix reveals that

none of the treatments direct and indirect have a statistically significant effect on s, l, and

loanstrength (Table A3 displays the z- and p-values of Wilcoxon signed-rank tests).

Additional tests also show that there is little evidence for treatment differences regarding

variable loanstrength. Table 3 reports the results of panel regressions of treatment dummies

on loanstrength with absorbed fixed effects at the auditor level. The bottom of the table

displays the p-values of the corresponding permutation tests. In line with the paired two-sample

tests in Table A3 in the Appendix, the coefficients of direct and indirect are not significant,

and neither are the p-values of the permutation tests.26

One reason for this finding is that nudges increase neutral financial advice, as shown in Figure

4. In Treatment control only 4.5% of all advice was neutral (loanstrengthcon = 0) with

two modes at loanstrengthcon = ±3. After the direct nudge in Treatment direct, however,

loanstrengthdir = 0 is the mode with 17.9% of all observations and the mass of the distribu-

tion shifted into non-positive territory. The latter also applies to the indirect nudge, indirect,

with modes at values below zero (loanstrengthind = −2 and loanstrengthind = −3), and,

again, loanstrengthind = 0 is more frequent (11.9%) than loanstrengthcon = 0 (4.5%).

To test the effect of nudges on neutral advice, we run logistic regressions and permutation tests

with a dummy variable for neutral advice (loanstrength = 0) as the dependent variable. As

reported in Table 4, the direct nudge, asking advisers about their oath in Treatment direct,

makes neutral advice 4.7 to 5.5 times more likely, depending on the econometric model. Treat-

ment indirect turns out to be mostly insignificant though close to the 5% level both in the

logistic regressions and in the permutation tests.
25A dip test (Hartigan and Hartigan, 1985) rejects the Null of unimodality with p = 0.033.
26The marginal effects of direct (indirect) are -.151 (-.104) in Model 1 and -.155 (-.109) in Model 2; all

statistically insignificant. For the marginal effects analyses please see the online supplementary data/code.
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Table 3: Estimations on loanstrength, audit study: Panel regressions with loanstrength
as the dependent variable and absorbed auditor fixed effects (correspondingly, separate auditor controls
are dropped). ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ are treatment dummies. ‘permute p’ (table bottom) reports the
p-values of the corresponding treatment dummy coefficients, obtained from permutation tests with 1000
random draws (accounting for respondent strata). ‘level’ is the overall strength of financial advice, i.e.,
s + l. ‘bank’ is a dummy for one of two bank networks the visited office belongs to. The month of the
visit and the position of the visit per auditor and month (pos=1,2,3) are included as trend variables.
‘female’ is a categorical variable (1, else 0) for the gender of the advisers (adv). ‘age’ of the advisers
is the rounded midpoint per estimated age bracket (26, 36, 46, 56). The table reports coefficients with
t-values in parenthesis (robust). *0.05 **0.01 ***0.001 denote levels of statistical significance.

(1) (2)
direct -0.194 -0.132

(-0.36) (-0.25)
indirect -0.149 -0.145

(-0.29) (-0.29)
level -0.424∗

(-2.13)
bank 0.509

(1.08)
pos -0.653∗

(-2.58)
month -0.263

(-1.27)
female adv 0.482

(0.89)
age adv -0.019

(-0.63)
constant -0.358 191.979

(-0.92) (1.29)
permute p direct 0.715 0.787
permute p indirect 0.780 0.770
Prob>F 0.931 0.114
N 201 201
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Table 4: Estimations on neutral advice, audit study: Logistic regressions with a dummy for
neutral advice (i.e., value of 1, if loanstrength = 0, zero otherwise) as the dependent variable and
clustered standard errors per auditor. ‘direct’ and ‘indirect’ are treatment dummies. ‘permute p’
(table bottom) reports the p-values of the corresponding treatment dummy coefficients, obtained from
permutation tests with 1000 random draws (accounting for respondent strata). ‘level’ is the overall
strength of financial advice, i.e., s+l. ‘bank’ is a dummy for one of two bank networks the visited office
belongs to. The month of the visit and the position of the visit per auditor and month (pos=1,2,3) are
included as trend variables. ‘female’ is a categorical variable (1, else 0) for the gender of the advisers
(adv) and auditors (rsp). ‘age’ of the advisers is the rounded midpoint per estimated age bracket (26,
36, 46, 56). ‘age rsp’ is the age of the auditors in years. The table reports odds ratios with z-values in
parenthesis. *0.05 **0.01 ***0.001 denote levels of statistical significance.

(1) (2)
direct 4.655∗ 5.472∗

(2.36) (2.43)
indirect 2.893 3.323

(1.55) (1.66)
level 0.800

(-1.42)
bank 2.194

(1.40)
pos 0.988

(-0.04)
month 1.068

(0.54)
female adv 0.999

(-0.00)
age adv 0.993

(-0.26)
female rsp 0.299∗

(-2.05)
age rsp 1.039

(1.41)
constant 0.047∗∗∗ 0.000

(-5.04) (-0.58)
permute p direct 0.014 0.012
permute p indirect 0.047 0.054
Prob> χ2 0.060 0.083
N 201 201
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Hence, overall, we conclude that the data from the audit study do not provide support for

Hypotheses 3 and 4. Nudges primarily reduce the bimodality of the distribution in Treatment

control, by adding more neutral advice, but have little effect on means and medians.

3.2 Predictions of experts and customers

Result 4 Experts predict that, without any intervention, financial advisers prioritize product

sales (loans) more often than observed in the field. Moreover, experts predict that, both, direct

and indirect nudges significantly reduce the prioritization of product sales. In the field, this effect

applies only for direct nudges, which is correctly anticipated by customers.

Support: Figure 5 replicates Figure 3 from the audit study and reports the fraction of loanprio =

1 in the samples experts (N = 122) and customers (N = 502). In Treatment control

(without any intervention), experts predict that product sales will be prioritized by finan-

cial advisors in 63.1% (0.631) of all cases. This is higher than the corresponding value of

46.3% (0.463) that we find in the audit study (see Figure 3). A two-sided Fisher’s χ2 ex-

act test shows that this difference (of 16.8 percentage points) is statistically significant (p =

0.031, N = 67 + 122 = 189). In contrast, the prediction of the sample customers (0.45

in control) is statistically not different from the corresponding fraction in the audit study

(p = 0.474, N = 67 + 502 = 569).27 Thus, it seems that the expectations of customers about
27All other fractions reported in Figure 5 (pertaining to Treatments direct and indirect) are statistically

not different from the corresponding fractions in the audit study (see Figure 3).
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the quality of financial advisers’ recommendations in the Treatment control are quite realistic

while experts have an overly pessimistic view in the control treatment (control).

Figure 5: Fraction of advice to primarily take out a loan, surveys: control refers to participants’
predictions for the control treatment. In direct, participants predict the fraction to take out a loan
based on the audit results in Treatment direct. In indirect, participants predict the outcome of
Treatment indirect. If loanprio = 1, participants predicted advice to primarily take out a loan.
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According to Result 1 from the audit study, direct nudges significantly decrease the prior-

itization of product sales. This finding is correctly anticipated by both experts and potential

customers. As shown in Figure 5, the fractions of loanprio = 1 decrease from 0.631 in Treat-

ment control to 0.369 for experts, and from 0.450 to 0.384 for customers. The test

statistics are reported in Table 5, which replicates Table A1 from the audit study. McNemar’s

test rejects the Null for the discordant proportions of loanprio across treatments direct and

control with χ2 = 28.44 and p < 0.001 (with χ2 = 8.44 and p = 0.004) for experts (for

customers). Hence, with regard to loanprio both samples correctly anticipate the effective-

ness of mentioning the oath as a direct nudge intervention.

The sample experts, however, also predicts that indirect nudges are effective (with χ2 =

21.13 and p < 0.001 for Treatment indirect in Table 5), which is in contrast to the Null result

in the audit study (Result 2). Interestingly, the sample customers does not expect any effects

of the indirect nudge (with χ2 = 0.46 and p = 0.496).
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Table 5: Matched case-control distributions of loanprio, surveys: 2x2 contingency tables
per survey sample (experts, customers) with the outcome frequencies of loanprio in treatments
control v direct and control v indirect. Observations are matched per respondent. ‘Discordant
proportions’ refer to switches in loanprio across treatments. χ2 and Prob> χ2 are from a McNemar’s
test of the Null that the discordant proportions are equal. *0.05, **0.01, ***0.001 denote levels of
statistical significance.

experts
direct indirect

loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum
loanprio = 0 43 2 45 42 3 45

control
loanprio = 1 34 43 77 29 48 77

Sum 77 45 122 71 51 122
Discordant proportions 0.279 0.016* 0.238 0.025*

χ2 28.44 21.13McNemar Prob> χ2 0.000*** 0.000***
customers

direct indirect
loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum

loanprio = 0 228 48 276 211 65 276
control

loanprio = 1 81 145 226 73 153 226
Sum 309 193 502 284 218 502

Discordant proportions 0.161 0.096 0.145 0.129
χ2 8.44 0.46McNemar Prob> χ2 0.004** 0.496

Result 5 Experts predict that nudges significantly shift the net strength of advice away from

loans (although these effects are not observed in the field). Customers also expect treatment

effects, but they are statistically not different from the observations in the field.

Table 6 replicates the statistics for loanstrength in Table A3 (audit study). As we can see

from the Wilcoxon signed-rank tests (signed-rank z and p values), both samples, experts and

customers, expect clear treatment effects of direct as well as indirect on loanstrength

(with p = 0.00).28 To test whether these predicted effects are actually different from the corre-

sponding effects in the audit study, we run a diff-in-diff analysis of the treatment effects between

samples. For this, we compare the treatment effect, for example, of direct in experts (i.e.,

loanstrengthdir − loanstrengthcon per participant) with the corresponding treatment ef-

fect in sample advisers (i.e., loanstrengthdir−loanstrengthcon per auditor). The bottom

row in Table 6 reports the p-values of Wilcoxon rank-sum tests whether the effects of Treatment

direct and of Treatment indirect in sample experts and in sample customers are equal to
28Figure A2 in the Appendix complements Tables A3 and Table 6 by displaying the distributions of

loanstrength across samples and treatments.
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the corresponding treatment effect in sample advisers in the audit study. Clearly, the experts

expected a significantly higher treatment effect of nudges than observed in the audit study (with

p = 0.031 for direct and p = 0.014 for indirect), while the effects expected by customers are

statistically not different from the findings of the audit study (with p = 0.579 for direct and

p = 0.918 for indirect).

Table 6: Strength of advice (loanstrength), prediction task: reports means, standard
deviations (sd) and Wilcoxon test statistics for loanstrength per treatment (control, direct,
indirect) and sample (experts and customers, with N = 122 and N = 502 observations per
cell, respectively). loanstrength is l − s per respondent. The signed-rank z- and p-values
(without parentheses) are obtained from Wilcoxon tests of the matched pairs loanstrengthcon =
loanstrengthdir and loanstrengthcon = loanstrengthind within sample. The z- and p-
values in parentheses refer to Wilcoxon tests that loanstrengthcon is equal to zero. The diff-
in-diff p-value in the bottom row refers to Wilcoxon rank-sum tests that the treatment effects
in samples experts and customers are equal to the corresponding treatment effects in the au-
dit study (sample advisers); that is whether loanstrengthdir − loanstrengthcon in experts
= loanstrengthdir − loanstrengthcon in advisers, loanstrengthind − loanstrengthcon in
experts = loanstrengthind − loanstrengthcon in advisers, and the same for customers versus
advisers. *0.05, **0.01, ***0.001 denote levels of statistical significance.

experts customers
control direct indirect control direct indirect

mean 0.77 -0.75 -0.68 -0.36 -0.93 -0.55
sd 2.52 2.37 2.36 2.84 2.55 2.69
signed-rank z (3.28) 8.16 8.06 (-2.51) 6.61 3.57
signed-rank p (0.00)*** 0.00*** 0.00*** (0.01)** 0.00*** 0.00***
diff-in-diff p 0.031* 0.014* 0.579 0.918

3.3 Power tests

Recall that we do not find a statistically significant effect in the audit study of the Treatment

indirect on loanprio (Result 2). In contrast, the same treatment effect is highly significant

(McNemar’s p < 0.001) in the sample experts (see Table 5). This raises the question whether

the number of observations in the audit study of this particular treatment (N = 67) was sufficient

to actually detect a treatment effect of the size that was expected by the experts (N = 122).

To test this, we run paired proportions power tests based on the discordant proportions of

loanprio in the sample experts.

Table 7 reports the results. The confidence with which we can rule out a type II error in

the audit study, based on the expected treatment effect of loanprio in the sample experts,
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is 94.3% for indirect and 98.9% for direct. This is significantly higher than the traditional

power threshold of 80% and gives us confidence that the audit study was sufficiently powered

to detect the effect size predicted by the experts. This does not hold for the predictions by

potential customers, who expected a much smaller difference between the discordant probabilities

of loanprio across the treatments indirect and control than the experts (δ = −0.016 in

sample customers versus δ = −0.213 in sample experts; see Table 7).

Table 7: Power tests for loanprio and loanstrength: The power is computed based on
the effect size predictions of the experts and customers and the observed standard deviations of
the corresponding values in the audit study. α is the type I error probability. ‘power’ is 1 − β,
where β is the type II error probability. N is the number of pairwise observations in the audit study
(N = 201, divided by three treatments). δ is the difference between the effects sizes of loanstrength
and between the discordant probabilities of loanprio. ‘v1’ and ‘v2’ are the treatment averages of
loanstrength and the discordant probabilities of loanprio. ‘sddiff’ is the standard deviation of the
pairwise difference between loanstrengthcon and loanstrengthdir and between loanstrengthcon

and loanstrengthind. We use the paired power tests ‘power pairedproportions’ for loanprio and
‘power pairedmeans’ for loanstrength in Stata. In ‘power pairedmeans’ we account for known stan-
dard deviations of the audit study and apply a finite population correction (fpc). The fpc is N = 172,
because the number of branches of the two banks in the audit study period was not larger than N = 343
(equal to N = 172 pairs for paired means). The power for loanstrength with an fpc of N = 343 is
0.849 for direct v control and 0.925 for indirect v control in panel experts.

α power N δ v1 v2 sddiff
experts

direct v control 0.05 0.989 67 -0.263 0.279 0.016 n/a
loanprio

indirect v control 0.05 0.943 67 -0.213 0.238 0.025 n/a
direct v control 0.05 0.930 67 -0.328 0.770 -0.750 4.639

loanstrength
indirect v control 0.05 0.974 67 -0.373 0.770 -0.680 3.890

customers
direct v control 0.05 0.181 67 -0.065 0.161 0.096 n/a

loanprio
indirect v control 0.05 0.057 67 -0.016 0.145 0.129 n/a
direct v control 0.05 0.251 67 -0.123 -0.360 -0.930 4.639

loanstrength
indirect v control 0.05 0.081 67 -0.049 -0.360 -0.550 3.890

With regard to loanstrength, recall that we do not find an effect of nudges in the

audit study (Result 3). Power tests show that we should have found treatment effects on

loanstrength of the size predicted by the experts if they would have existed. As reported

in Table 7, the audit study has a power of 93% for treatment direct and 97.4% for treatment

indirect, based on the observed standard deviations in the audit study and on the treatment

averages of loanstrength as predicted by the sample experts. For the sample customers,

the predicted treatment effects of loanstrength are too small to rule out type II errors.
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Overall, we can confidently rule out that treatment effects of the magnitude predicted by the

experts were missed by chance. We cannot exclude the existence of smaller treatment effects, as

predicted by potential customers.

3.4 Process evaluation

It is always possible, particularly with experiments in the field, that unobservable or unintended

factors affect the reported results. Moreover, there is a trade-off between internal and external

validity, that is, between giving precise unbiased answers to narrow questions and internally less

reliable answers to more general questions. For this reason, many clinical trials use ‘process

evaluations’, which has become a gold standard in health-related and medical research (Skiving-

ton et al., 2021). Process evaluations typically use qualitative interviews or surveys to provide

better insights into contextual factors, which determine and shape whether and how outcomes

are generated.

To conduct a process evaluation for our experiment, we administered a hypothetical non pre-

registered exploratory survey to 130 financial professionals, whom we recruited via the platform

‘behavioral finance online research’ (before.world). All respondents work in the financial sector,

with an average of 14.8 years of experience, mostly in banks (60%) and in investments (25%).

88% of the respondents report their gender as male (12% female, 0% other). The survey was

administered in March and April 2022 (please see Appendix B.5 for the the full instructions).

In this survey, we evaluated the experiment from several angles.29

3.4.1 Long-term relationships

In the experiment, the auditors presented themselves as a one-time customer, who did not have

an account at the bank in question. This is different from the usual investor-adviser relationship,

which is more long-term. An advisor might be less inclined to promote the loan if long-term rep-

utation plays a role. In our process evaluation survey, we therefore asked financial professionals

whether they think that the advice of the bank employee in our Treatment control would be

different, if the auditor would have been a longtime customer of the bank (see Appendix B.5
29We thank the reviewer team for proposing this approach.
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for details). The majority of the respondents (56.12%) believe that the advice to a long-term

customer would not differ much (39.23%) or would be exactly the same (16.92%) for longtime

and for first time customers. This indicates that our results may generalize to longtime rela-

tionships to a significant extent. Interestingly, the remaining respondents, who believe that the

advice would differ for longtime customers (43.85%), are split regarding its direction: 22.31%

(21.54%) believe that, for longtime customers, the bank employee would clearly recommend the

loan (savings) less. Hence, even when longtime relationships are considered to affect financial

advice, it is not automatically in the interest of the customer.

3.4.2 Possible mechanisms

We also attempt to shed more light on four possible mechanisms that may play a role in our

treatment effects: moral nudge, reminder, financial literacy, and disciplinary action.

The interventions in both experimental treatments, direct and indirect, can be inter-

preted as a combination of a moral nudge and a reminder. Moral nudges draw on people’s social

preferences to follow certain norms or to achieve a positive self-image. They reward “doing the

right thing” and thus work through the direct provision of moral (dis)utility.30 Reminders, in

contrast, build on the notion of inattention and limited memory: humans may lose focus or

simply forget about their prior intentions during critical moments of decision-making.31 Both

treatments, indirect and direct, combine both components, i.e., the direct utility effect of a

moral nudge (adhering to the oath; protecting customer’s interests) and the salience effect of a

reminder.

We readily acknowledge that we cannot disentangle the two effects in this study. We can,

however, split the auditor’s nudge into its two components (statement and question), which may

give us an indication as to their relative importance. For example, in Treatment indirect, it is

possible that the auditors’ statement (that their current bank cares more about their own profits

than about their clients) represents a moral nudge, while the auditors’ question (how the adviser’s
30Moral nudges have been shown to be persistent over time and spill across contexts (Capraro et al., 2019). In

Finance, moral nudges have been applied in the field, for example, to enhance tax compliance (Hallsworth et al.,
2017) and to increase 401(k) savings rates (Beshears et al., 2015).

31In Finance, successful field applications of reminders increased savings rates (Karlan et al., 2016) and loan
repayments (Cadena and Schoar, 2011).
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bank protects customers’ interests) acts more like a reminder. In an exploratory attempt to

disentangle the two effects, we used Treatment indirect from the online survey experts and

split it into two sub-interventions: one that included only the statement, and another one that

included only the question (labeled intervention blue and green, respectively). We administered

the two interventions to all respondents within-subject, in a randomized order, and with the same

Likert-scales answers as in the audit study (see Appendix B.5 for details). The results show no

statistical difference between the two interventions, with a mean of loanstrength = 0.36 in

blue and of loanstrength = 0.55 in green (sing-ranked p = 0.151 and z = 1.436 in a matched-

pair Wilcoxon test). Also the outcome frequencies of loanprio in the sub-interventions are

similar. A McNemar’s test cannot reject the Null that the discordant proportions are equal

(McNemar’s chi-square = 0.95 with p = 0.33). Hence, it seems that both components in

Treatment indirect, the statement (moral nudge) and the question (reminder), are equally

important.

Another mechanism underlying the treatment effect may be that the nudge increases the

salience of possible disciplinary action. When a customer mentions the oath, an adviser could

infer that such a customer is more likely to file a complaint at the Foundation for Banking Ethics

Enforcement. Hence, instead of being morally nudged or reminded to do the right thing, the

advisor may be alerted to the potential consequences of breaking the oath.32 Financial literacy

may be another mechanism that is at play. As mentioned in Section 1, previous studies have

shown that financially more literate customers receive better financial advice. By mentioning

the banker’s oath, a client may signal higher financial literacy, which can deter advisers from

overly prioritizing bank’s interests.

To explore whether the expectation of increased disciplinary action and/or higher perceived

financial literacy drive our results, we asked financial professionals which mechanism they think

would most likely explain less strong recommendations for loans when customers ask about the

purpose of the oath, compared with not asking about the oath (see Appendix B.5 for details).
32Disciplinary action is very rare. In 2016, 2017, 2018, and 2019, the Foundation for Banking Ethics Enforce-

ment ruled in only 3, 11, 24, and 21 cases, respectively (see https://www.tuchtrechtbanken.nl/en/rulings/).
Given that the oath is taken by approximately 87,000 bank employees in the Netherlands, an adviser’s risk of
disciplinary action is small.
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The respondents provide no dominant answer. In total, 47.69% of respondents believe that

asking about the oath triggers a sense of moral obligation to do the right thing (25.38%), or

that it reminds bank employees to act in the customer’s best interests (22.31%). 20% of the

respondents think that customers who ask about the oath signal higher financial literacy to

whom loans are harder to recommend.33 30% of the respondents believe that asking about the

oath signals that customers might file a complaint.34 Hence, none of the four mechanisms (moral

nudge, reminder, financial literacy, and disciplinary action) seems to be dominant. In fact, they

all play more or less equally important roles (with weights between 20 and 30 percentage points).

4 Conclusion

Since 2015 every employee working in the financial sector in the Netherlands is legally required

to take the so-called banker’s oath. We study whether nudges that directly or indirectly remind

bank employees of their oath affect their financial advice in an ethical dilemma. In a large-scale

audit study, we confronted bank employees with a conflict of interest. In the direct nudge treat-

ment, auditors directly addressed advisers about their oath. In the indirect nudge treatment,

auditors only indirectly referred to the oath by reminding advisers of customers’ interests as its

central element. In the control treatment, no nudge was applied. In an additional survey, we

elicit the expected results (beliefs) of our audit study from a representative sample of Dutch

customers and from Dutch experts in regulation and policy.

We show that, in the control treatment, nearly half of all financial advisers (46.3%) prioritize

loans in their recommendations. Direct nudges, however, significantly decrease the likelihood

that recommendations prioritize product sales by more than 16 percentage points to only 29.9%.

This effect is correctly predicted both by regulation experts and potential customers. Regarding

the net strength of advice we find that the direct nudge primarily increases neutral advice
33We also asked respondents to rate the financial literacy of customers who ask about the oath (Treatment

direct) and only about customers’ interest but not the oath (Treatment indirect). The scale ranged from 0
(not literate) to 10 (very literate). Customers in direct (indirect) were rated with an average of 5.15 (5.51).
The difference is not statistically significant (sign-ranked p = 0.123 and z = -1.540 in a matched-pair Wilcoxon
test).

34We also asked respondents how likely they consider an average bank customer to file a complaint for breaching
the Banker’s Oath (between 0% and 100%). The median answer was 10% (i.e., one complaint in ten breaches).
25% (75%) of the respondents considered the likelihood to be smaller or equal to 5% (20%).
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without changing the average. Here, experts predict a stronger treatment effect, namely that

both direct and indirect nudges significantly shift the average net strength of advice away from

loans (product sales). Overall, we find that both experts and customers are correct in assuming

that nudges referring to the oath reduce financial advice that prioritizes product sales; experts,

however, are wrong in expecting the same effect on the net strength of advice or from nudges that

merely remind advisers about customers’ interests. Interestingly, customer expectations seem

to be closer to our observations in the field than those of experts. On a more speculative note,

this might also be an expression of self-serving bias: one could argue that regulatory experts

want to believe that the sector, when left to its own devices, will behave immorally, and that

the measures they take are effective at changing that behavior.

We find little support for treatment effects of indirect nudges that do not explicitly refer to

the banker’s oath. This suggests that the banker’s oath does play a special role and stands for

more than just an increased salience in customers’ interests. It is also possible, however, that

customer questions about the banker’s oath are more surprising than a question about protecting

customer interests. Being unexpectedly confronted by questions requiring active engagement

may have a stronger effect. In this case it is not the banker’s oath itself, but the element of

surprise that triggers a response. In line with this, we do find indications that other mechanisms

also play a role. Mentioning the oath can, for example, signal higher financial literacy or a

higher willingness to file a complaint, both of which increase the likelihood to receive more

customer-centered advice. None of these mechanisms, however, seems to be a dominant force in

our experimental treatment effects.

The banker’s oath is a subject matter that is historically shrouded in wishful thinking (that

the oath will jump-start cultural change in the sector), and in ridicule (that the oath is nothing

but a ceremonial paper tiger). No single study can provide exhaustive answers, and we hope

that our results encourage future research and regulators to take a good look at the banker’s

oath as a possible policy tool for the financial sector.
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Online Appendix

A Additional figures and tables

Figure A1: Financial advice in the control treatment (control), audit study: red (blue)
circles indicate financial advice with loanprio = 1 (loanprio = 0); N = 67; white noise added for
better display.
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Table A1: Matched case-control distributions of loanprio, audit study: 2x2 contingency tables
for sample advisers with the outcome frequencies of loanprio in treatments control v direct and
control v indirect. Observations are matched per auditor-month. ‘Discordant proportions’ refer to
switches in loanprio across treatments. (For example, 20 auditors recorded that the advisers prioritized
the loan in control, but the same 20 auditors did not receive this advice in direct. The opposite
happened to 9 auditors, who experienced loanprio = 0 in control and loanprio = 1 in direct. The
discordant proportions of these switches between the two treatments are 20/67 = 0.299 and 9/67 = 0.134,
respectively. In 27 + 11 = 38 cases there was no difference between treatments.) χ2 and Prob> χ2 are
from a McNemar’s test of the Null that the discordant proportions are equal. *0.05, **0.01, ***0.001
denote levels of statistical significance.

advisers
direct indirect

loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum loanprio = 0 loanprio = 1 Sum
loanprio = 0 27 9 36 28 8 36

control
loanprio = 1 20 11 31 15 16 31

Sum 47 20 67 43 24 67
Discordant proportions 0.299 0.134 0.224 0.119

χ2 4.17 2.13McNemar Prob> χ2 0.041* 0.144
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Figure A2: Net strength of advice to use own savings (loanstrength) across panels:
Epanechnikov kernel distributions per treatment. Histogram shows distribution of loanstrength in
control treatment. Dashed lines show averages of loanstrength per treatment.
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Table A2: Randomization check, audit study: multinomial logistic regressions with sample
advisers. The dependent is a categorical variable indicating treatments (control is the baseline;
direct and indirect are reported). The month of the branch visit (adviser’s age bracket) is included
as trend variable (count variable: bracket midpoint) in Model 1 and as a dummy in Model 2. Remaining
variables are defined in the notes of Table 1. t-values in parenthesis with standard errors clustered per
auditor. *0.05 **0.01 ***0.001 denote levels of statistical significance.

(1) direct | indirect (2) direct | indirect
bank 0.043 -0.131 0.078 -0.152

(0.12) (-0.32) (0.21) (-0.36)
female adv -0.152 0.136 -0.285 0.027

(-0.44) (0.46) (-0.75) (0.09)
age adv -0.012 -0.009

(-0.71) (-0.48)
month 0.003 -0.004

(0.24) (-0.45)
age adv 31-40 -0.382 -0.476

(-0.84) (-1.12)
age adv 41-50 0.074 0.030

(0.12) (0.06)
age adv >51 -0.874 -0.555

(-1.31) (-0.76)
month 2 0.150 -0.291

(0.47) (-1.30)
month 3 0.195 -0.242

(0.63) (-1.42)
month 4 -0.093 -0.166

(-0.40) (-0.92)
month 5 0.228 -0.317

(0.71) (-1.17)
month 6 0.008 -0.283

(0.03) (-1.10)
month 7 0.128 -0.044

(0.47) (-0.20)
month 8 0.178 -0.003

(0.92) (-0.02)
constant -1.788 3.564 0.266 0.517

(-0.18) (0.48) (0.53) (1.22)
Log lik. -220.098 -218.137
aic 460.195 484.275
bic 493 564
N 201 201
Clusters 51 51
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Table A3: Strength of advice (loanstrength), audit study: reports means, standard deviations
(sd) and Wilcoxon signed-rank test statistics (signed-rank z, p) for s, l, and loanstrength per treat-
ment (control, direct, indirect) in sample advisers with N = 67 observations per cell). s (l) is
the strength of advice for using own savings (taking out a loan). loanstrength is l − s per respon-
dent/visit. The theoretical range for s and l is from 0 to 6, and from -6 to 6 for loanstrength. The
z- and p-values (without parentheses) are obtained from Wilcoxon signed-rank tests of the matched
pairs scon = sdir, scon = sind, lcon = ldir, lcon = lind, loanstrengthcon = loanstrengthdir,
and loanstrengthcon = loanstrengthind. The z- and p-values in parentheses refer to tests that
loanstrengthcon is equal to zero (Wilcoxon signed-rank). Observations are matched per auditor-
month.

s l loanstrength
control direct indirect control direct indirect control direct indirect

ADVISERS
mean 2.97 3.15 3.09 2.61 2.6 2.58 -0.36 -0.55 -0.51
sd 2.06 1.85 2.04 1.83 1.71 1.69 3.57 3.23 3.45
signed-rank z -0.70 -0.71 0.18 0.55 (-0.83) 0.57 0.53
signed-rank p 0.49 0.48 0.86 0.58 (0.41) 0.57 0.59
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B Instructions and questionnaires

B.1 Instructions for auditors

B.2 Questionnaire for auditors

B.3 Instructions: prediction task for experts

B.4 Instructions: prediction task for customers

B.5 Instructions: process evaluation survey
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PROCESS EVALUATION SURVEY 

 
 

 

 

Welcome   

    

  

We are interested in your opinion about providing financial advice to bank clients.  

 

 

Participation will take less than 5 minutes.  

 

 

With your participation, you will make an important contribution to research and you can earn 

money: one out of ten participants will win €100. At the end of the data collection, a random 

draw will determine whether you are among the winners. Moreover, you will receive a report 

with the results of this study. 

 

 

All data will be depersonalized and will only be used for scientific purposes. This study is 

approved by the ethical commission of Innsbruck University.  

 

 

Thank you very much for participating!  

Utz Weitzel (Professor of Finance: VU Amsterdam, Radboud University)  

Michael Kirchler (Professor of Finance: University of Innsbruck, Gothenburg University)  

 

 

 *** Please click below to start. Note that you will not be able to go back to previous pages 

throughout the whole study. ***     

  
 

 

Please imagine the following BASELINE SCENARIO:  

 

 We are in the Netherlands. A (potential) customer goes into a bank and, after finding the 

appropriate bank employee, expresses the following request:   I want to buy a car for € 

8.000,- and I am considering to do this with a loan (of the same amount).  I have € 12.000,- in 

savings, but I consider to keep that in reserve (and I do not have any specific plans what to do 

with that money).  I currently have an account at another bank, but I am willing to switch 

banks.  The bank employee learns that the customer is currently employed as a temporary 

worker and earns a regular income of € 2.100,- net per month. The customer is single, has no 

children, and does not have a mortgage or other debts. 

  



 Then the customer asks the bank employee about possibilities and options.   

 

 Your task 

  

 On the next screen we will use this hypothetical scenario to ask you some questions about the 

likely advice of the bank employees. 

 
 

 

 

Baseline scenario (REMINDER) 

  

 We are in the Netherlands. A (potential) customer goes into a bank and, after finding the 

appropriate bank employee, expresses the following request:   I want to buy a car for € 

8.000,- and I am considering to do this with a loan (of the same amount).  I have € 12.000,- in 

savings, but I consider to keep that in reserve (and I do not have any specific plans what to do 

with that money).  I currently have an account at another bank, but I am willing to switch 

banks.  The bank employee learns that the customer is currently employed as a temporary 

worker and earns a regular income of € 2.100,- net per month. The customer is single, has no 

children, and does not have a mortgage or other debts. 

 

 

 

Now please consider the following interventions: 

 

 

 

  



INTERVENTION BLUE 

 

Imagine that the customer adds the following to the baseline scenario: 

 "I have the feeling that my own bank cares more about their own profits than about what is best 

for their clients." 

Then the customer asks the bank employee about possibilities and options.  

How strongly do you think would the bank employee recommend to...  

 

 Not at all Very strongly 
 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

…take out a LOAN? 

 

…use the SAVINGS? 

 

 

 

INTERVENTION GREEN Imagine that the customer adds the following to the baseline scenario: 

 “How does your bank protect the interests of their clients?” 

After the answer, the customer asks the bank employee about possibilities and options.  

How strongly do you think would the bank employee recommend to... 

 

 Not at all Very strongly 
 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 
 

…take out a LOAN? 

 

…use the SAVINGS? 

 

 

 

  



 
 

Baseline scenario (REMINDER) 

 

We are in the Netherlands. A (potential) customer goes into a bank and, after finding the 

appropriate bank employee, expresses the following request:   I want to buy a car for € 

8.000,- and I am considering to do this with a loan (of the same amount).  I have € 12.000,- in 

savings, but I consider to keep that in reserve (and I do not have any specific plans what to do 

with that money).  I currently have an account at another bank, but I am willing to switch 

banks.  The bank employee learns that the customer is currently employed as a temporary 

worker and earns a regular income of € 2.100,- net per month. The customer is single, has no 

children, and does not have a mortgage or other debts. 

 

 

Some final questions: 

 

 

In the baseline scenario, the person asking for a loan is not a customer of the same bank (but is 

willing to become one). If the person would be a longtime customer of the bank, do you think the 

advice of the bank employee in this baseline scenario would be different? 

o YES, for longtime customers, the bank employee would clearly recommend the loan 
less.  

o YES, for longtime customers, the bank employee would clearly recommend using the 
savings less.  

o NO, the recommendation would not differ much between longtime and first time 
customers.  

o NO, the recommendation would be exactly the same for longtime and first time 
customers.  

 

 

In the Netherlands, all bank employees are required to take the so-called Banker's Oath. (For 

the wording of the oath, see here)  

In general, how likely do you consider an average bank customer to file a complaint with 

the "Stichting Tuchtrecht Banken" for breaching the Banker's Oath and its Code of 

Conduct (in percent)?   

Please enter a percentage in the range from 0 to 100 (decimals possible):  

________________________________________________________________ 
 

  



 

Financial literacy is the ability to understand and make use of a variety of financial skills, 

including personal financial management, budgeting, and investing. It also means 

comprehending certain financial principles and concepts, such as the time value of money, 

compound interest, managing debt, and financial planning. 

  

 Please rate the financial literacy of customers, who add one of the following to the 

baseline scenario: 

 not at all very literate 
 

 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 
 

"I have the feeling that my own bank cares 
more about their own profits than about what 
is best for their clients. How does your bank 

protect the interests of their clients?” 

 

“I recently saw in a consumer program / in the 
newspaper / heard from an acquaintance that 

each bank employee has taken the banker’s 
oath. What is actually the purpose of the 

oath?” 

 

 

 

Assume that customers, who ask about the purpose of the Banker's Oath, receive less strong 

recommendations for loans from the bank employee in the baseline scenario (than without 

asking about the oath). In your professional opinion, which mechanisms would most likely 

explain such an effect? 

o Asking about the oath reminds bank employees to act in the customer's best interest.  

o Asking about the oath triggers a sense of moral obligation to do the right thing.  

o Asking about the oath signals to bank employees that the customer might file a 
complaint with the 'Stichting Tuchtrecht Banken'.  

o Customers who ask about the oath signal a higher financial literacy and that loans are 
harder to recommend.  

o Other __________________________________________________ 
 

 



What is your gender? 

o Male  

o Female  

o Other  
 

 

How much work experience do you have in the financial sector? (Please enter years of 

experience) 

________________________________________________________________ 
 

 

Which types of institutions do you / did you work in your professional career? (multiple 

answers possible) 

▢ Bank  

▢ Insurance  

▢ Investments  

▢ Pension fund  

▢ Financial holding  

▢ Credit and loan  

▢ Mortgage  

▢ Leasing  

▢ Hedge fund  

▢ Financial regulation/supervision  

▢ other (please specify below) 

__________________________________________________ 
 

 
 

 

Thank you very much for participating. 

  

 *** Please click below to complete the survey *** 
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